
Defend your content

 

Global Coverage

User Friendly Dashboard Simplified Reporting Submit Infringements

Stellar Customer Support Unlimited Seats Managed Services

Data Driven Approach Flexible Protection Plans

Features and Key Benefits

Our unrivalled piracy database offers the 
most comprehensive view of global piracy 
activity ranging from unlicensed streaming 

sites, torrents (P2P), web downloads 
(cyberlockers) and search engines. MUSO 

supports multiple languages and non-
roman scripts. 

We continually optimise to target the 
illegal sources that have the biggest 

impact on your content, disrupting the 
piracy marketplace.  

Realtime online dashboard and tools 
that enable you to view your data in a

digestible format. 

Easy-to-use reporting tools that allow 
you to collaborate with your team, 

report infringements and visualise key 
metrics.

Our platform allows submission of 
infringing links for any piracy sites 

as well as social sites like Facebook, 
Soundcloud Youtube, Twitch, 
Instagram, Twitter and others.

A team of piracy experts available
seven days a week to assist you with 

any piracy related queries.

All your global team members
can have access to your dashboard.
Customisable permissions to adapt

your workflow.

Upgrade to a fully serviced campaign 
with a dedicated piracy expert  

managing the entire content protection 
strategy.

Integrated with digital aggregators for 
automatic protection of pre-release and 

catalogue releases.

Protect
MUSO are as passionate about 
your content as you are.

AFEM will be working with MUSO as their anti-piracy partner for 2020 to provide 
advice and significant discounts on anti-piracy services for AFEM members.

MUSO was initially born out of the electronic music sector when co-founder Andy Chatterley experienced the 

problems of piracy with Saved Records, the house label he set up with Nic Fanciulli and wanted to provide an 

affordable and effective solution to piracy for the independent music sector. 

Over the last decade, MUSO has protected content for entertainment companies of all sizes from emerging

start-ups through to some of the largest companies in the industry and become a global authority on digital piracy.

Contact us at : afem@muso.com www.muso.com +44(0)20 7403 4543

Piracy presents content owners with a unique challenge. It causes revenue loss and impacts the whole media ecosystem. With a 

constantly changing online piracy landscape, it’s hard to know how to respond. Using proprietary smart-crawler technology, MUSO 

Protect delivers constant protection against online piracy, removing infringements, minimising 

the impact of leaks and disrupting the path to illegal content.


